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surprise  

French  

died  

beat  

exactly  

remain  

dress  

iron  

couldn’t  

fingers  

row  

least  

catch  

climbed  

wrote  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 
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surprise beat dress fingers catch 

French exactly iron row climbed 

died remain couldn’t least wrote 
 

   

   

   

       

  
 

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 
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surprise beat dress fingers catch 

French exactly iron row climbed 

died remain couldn’t least wrote 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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beat   
A.  something that 

happened suddenly 

catch   B.  from France, a country in 

Europe 

climbed   C.  to have no more life 

couldn’t   D.  to pound or the 

pounding sound of music 

died   E.  just the same 

dress   F.  to stay 

exactly   G.  to put on one’s clothes 

fingers   H.  a hard, strong metal 

French   I.  could not 

iron   J.  four small parts of a hand 

least   K.  a group of things 

in a line 

remain   L.  the smallest amount 

row   M.  to take hold 

surprise   
N.  to have gone up with feet 

and hands 

wrote   O.  to have put words on paper 

 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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towre She __ __ __ __ __ her name on the paper.  

sspirure The sudden snow was a __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

orw The flowers are side by side in a __ __ __.  

nreaim __ __ __ __ __ __  here until your mother comes. 

tlsea One is the __ __ __ __ __ amount you can have. 

orni He could not pick up the heavy __ __ __ __.  

crFhne People from France speak  __ __ __ __ __ __. 

inrfsge She counts to four on her __ __ __ __ __ __ __.  

tclxeay The brothers look __ __ __ __ __ __ __ the same. 

essdr The little girl can __ __ __ __ __ herself.  

eidd She is sad because her sick dog __ __ __ __. 

cnl’dtuo He __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ see past the tall man. 

mbidecl The boy __ __ __ __ __ __ __ up the hill.  

ctcah Did you __ __ __ __ __ the ball?  

bate He __ __ __ __ the table in time with the music. 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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surprise beat dress fingers catch 

French exactly iron row climbed 

died remain couldn’t least wrote 
 

1.  We _________________ hear the teacher in the back of the room. 

2.  These strong ________________ instruments will last a long time.   

3.  Sea waves _____________ the rock pounding it into small pieces.  

4.  The boys __________________ behind while the girls line up. 

5.  The game was a ___________________ present from her friend. 

6.  The car ___________________ up the mountain 

7.  The ________________ flag has three colors: red, white, and blue. 

8.  She sits in the back ___________________ of the class room. 

9.  She likes rain the ___________________ of all weather. 

10.  Hold the paper with the ___________________ of your right hand. 

11.  I will ___________________ myself for school and get my books. 

12.  Her friend ___________________ after being sick a long time. 

13.  He ___________________ the answer on his paper. 

14.  Color the square ___________________ the way she shows you. 

15.  Can you ___________________ the boy who is running? 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


